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FORE WARD 
The purpose of this memorandum is to present a general dis -
cussion of the physical nature of two phenomena : (a) cavitation 
on underwater projectiles, and (b) the enveloping bubble formed 
when a projectile enters the water at moderate or high velocities . 
In this discussion an effort is made to demonstrate a close re -
lat~onship between the two phenomena. In attempting to explain 
their various aspectsJ several hypotheses are advanced concerning 
the physical mechanisms involved. Although these hypotheses are 
founded on laboratory measurements and observations, the experi -
mental work is far from complete . Therefore, the explanations and 
conclusions contained herein are very tentative J and must undoubt-
edly be revised extensively as the fund of experimental and ana--
lytical knowledge increases . HoweverJ it was felt that a dis . 
cussion of these subjects at this time, even though it represents 
only a transient viewpoint, would be of value _if it could serve as 
a stimulus for discussion and a basis for interchange of experi -
mental information and working hypotheses . 
The large number of cavitation observations and measurements 
which form the background of this report is the product of the 
combined laboratory staff . However, most of the work of compi -
lation and analysis of the data has been carried on by H L . 
Doolittle, Hydraulic Engineer . Many of the concepts set fort~ 
were arrived at in joint conferences with him and with Dr < Vito A. 
Vanoni . Their assistance is gratefully acknowledged . 
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ENTRANCE AND CAVITATION BUBBLES 
AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE 
UNDERWATER BEHAVIOR OF THE PROJECTILE 
I NTRODUCT I ON 
CONFI DENTI AL 
An " air - water " projectile) such as an aircraft torpedo) in 
the course of its trajectory from the airplane to the underwater 
target) passes through at least oneJ and possibly twoJ transient 
conditions in which its entire performance may be affected sig-
nificantly by phenomena involving both a gas and a li~uid . The 
fi r st of these begins at the instant of water impact) and con-
tinues as long as the air that has been carried down into the 
water by the projectile stays with it as a bubble that covers at 
least a portion of the projectile ' s surface . The . s-econd condition 
occurs ifJ during the subse~uent underwater runJ the reduction of 
pressure resulting from the velocity of the body becomes) at any 
point on the projectile ) e~ual to the vapor pressure of the water 
at the existing temperature . If this happens) evaporation will 
occur at this point ) forming a vapor-filled bubble . This method 
of formation of vapor bubbles i ·s called " cavitation ". In the past 
the general approach has been to treat these two phenomena as 
being unrelated . The objective of this memorandum is to point out 
that they are both manifestations of the same ' basic phenomenon and 
to discuss this phenomenon in some detail) including an analysis 
of the similarities and the differences between these two mani-
festations , 
As a projectile ) 
touches the surface of 
the point of contact 
having a moderate or high speed) first 
the water ) the latter is forced away from 
This action is so violent that it gives 
rise to the common description that the projectile "blows a hole 
for itself in the water" This cavity may be considerably larger 
in diameter than the projectile , and many times its length . Dur-
ing its formation it is open to the atmosphere and , therefore) 
is filled with air at or slightly below atmospheric pressure. As 
the projectile penetrates farther into the water, the cavity con-
tinues to lengthen until a point is finally reached when the water 
closes in J severing the connection between the cavity and the at-
mosphere, and changing the cavity from an open tube into a closed 
bubble . This bubble continues to t ravel forward with the projec-
tile . However , from the instant of closure the amo~nt of air 
within the bubble diminishes because it i s entrained and pumped 
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away by the water through which it is moving, until it finally 
disap-pears com-pletely. Figure i (a), (b), (c), and (d)* s.hows 
such a cycle. This cavity, from the instant of its inception as 
the tip of the projectile first touches the water, until its final 
disappearance as the last particle of air is swept away from the 
surface of the projectile, is commonly referred to as the "en-
trance bubble". 
As the projectile touches the water the drag goes up tre-
mendously, primarily because of the great increase in density of 
the water over the air; and secondarily because, as far as the 
water is concernedJ the shape of the projectile is that of the 
entrance bubble , and this in general is less "streamlined" than 
the projectile, and thus has a higher form drag, as well as a 
larger cross section . Furthermore , the entire force distribution 
on the body is radically altered . During the air flight, the 
aerodynamic forces are the result of the skin friction and the 
pressure distribution over the entire body; whereas, in the en-
trance bubble the only existing forces of significant magnitude 
are applied in the very small areas of contact between the pro-
jectile and the water. In the initial stages of the bubble for-
mation, the nose is the only point of contact. Hence, the . point 
of application is ahead of the center of gravity, and for any 
normal nose shape the condition is unstable. The lateral com-
ponent of this force acts to produce a rotation about a transverse 
axis through the center of gravity, and this rotation continues 
until a restraining force is developed when the afterbody or tail 
structure comes in contact with the wall of the bubble. Since all 
of these forces are largeJ they greatly affect both the velocity 
and the direction of the motion of the projectile. 
The entry bubble is an air bubble, and although there may be 
traces of water vapor or other gases present, they play no sig-
nificant part in the phenomenon . On the other hand, cavitation 
involves only water and water vapor Again, there may be traces, 
say , of air and carbon dioxide present , but they have no signifi-
cant effect on the cavitation Thus , true cavitation occurs only 
on a completely submerged body from which the entrance bubble has 
been entirely removed . It is also a bubble phenomenon, but in 
this case , the bubble is filled with water vapor obtained by 
evaporating part of the adjacent liquid However, this bubble has 
many of _the propert ies of the entrance bubble . In general, it 
increases the drag coefficient of the projectile by increasing 
its effective diameter and by decreasing its degree of stream 
lining . It changes the distribution of forces, since again, no 
force of significance acts on that part of the skin of the pro-
jectile that is within the bubble In etither case, if the bubble 
envelops the control and stabilizing surfaces, they become in-
effective . These · and other superficial similarities may be readi -
ly recognized in the comparison of the cavitation bubbles, shown 
in Figure 2 , with the entrance bubbles of Figure i . 
*These pictures were taken in the model tank at the Naval Ordnance 
Laborator y 1 Washington 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
ENTRANCE BUBBLE CYCLE FROM MODEL TANK 
F I GURE l 
CAVITATION BUBBLES 
F I GURE 2 
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CAVITATION 
DEFINITI ON OF CAVITATION 
In this discussion cavitation will be taken _to mean the 
generation of a gas space) or bubble) in a lL:ruidJ this space 
being filled primarily with the gas Phase of the li~uidJ at the 
same temperature as the li~uidJ and at the e~uilibrium Pressure 
fo r that temperature. So far all of these re~uirements could be 
filled by gas bubbles formed in a boiling li~uid. This is not 
surprising) since the cavitation voids are filled with gas by 
evapo r ating a portion of the surrounding fluid) i.e .J by boiling. 
However) in th e case of a normal boiling li~uidJ it is either 
stationary with respect to the container or moving at velocities 
so low that they have no appreciable effect on the pressure. 
Th u s) the pressure is sensibly the same throughout the li-:ruidJ 
varying only with the depth . In cavitation) however) the veloci-
ties in the cavitating zone must be high) because they are the 
cause of the drop in pressure from the static pressure) which is 
well abov e vapor pressure, down to vapor pressure itself at the 
point where the cavity is formed. This drop in pressure which 
accompanies an increase in velocity i s an accordance with the 
principle of the conservation of energy) as expressed in the 
Be rnoulli @~uation. Consider a stream tube in th e flow pattern 
in figure 3. If th e Bernoulli e-:rua ti on is written be tween Points 
innd LJ which lie in a horizontal plane) it becomes 
or 
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FIGURE 4 - CA VI TATI ON DAMAGE ON PUMP RUNNER 
Ano ther striking difference between the cavitation phenomenon and 
normal boiling is seen when th e poss ibility of collapse of a vapor 
bubble is examined. I n the bo i ling liquid a gas bubbleJ once 
formedJ t e n ds to ris e due t o it s buoyancyJ and as it risesJ the 
p re ssu re o n it de creases due to the decreasing hy d rostatic head. 
ThusJ even though no more vapor passes into the bubbleJ it will 
e x pa nd until it reaches the surface. NowJ a vapor bubble for~ed 
by cavitation will also tend to rise due to buoyancy. HoweverJ in 
most casesJ the upward velocity due to the buoyancy is so very 
small compared to the velocity of flow of the surrounding li quid 
that it is negligible . ThereforeJ the path of the bubble is de-
termined by the flow of the liquid. If the liquid carries the 
bubble to a region where the pressure is higherJ the bubble will 
collapse because the vapor is no longer in equilibrium with the 
liquidJ i.e.J it condenses. Since in this conde n sation the vapor 
disappears entirely into the liqui d phaseJ there is no gas to 
cushion the collapse. ThereforeJ when the liquid surfaces meet 
or when a liquid surface collapses against a so l id surface formin g 
a part of the bubble boundaryJ the "water hammer pressure" which 
re su lts can be extremely high. These high forces are probably 
responsible for the pitting of metal surfaces that is commonly 
associated with continued cavitation. An extreme case of cavi-
tation damage on the runner of a centrifugal pump is shown in 
Figure 4. HoweverJ the principal objective of this discussion is 
to investigate the phenomenon of cavitation itself and not th e 
damage resulting from it . ThereforeJ cavitation damage will b e 
given no further consideration. 
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LOCAT I ON OF PO I NT OF I NCEPT I ON OF CAV I TAT I ON 
From the preced i ng description of the nature of cavitationJ 
i t is obv i ous tha t If the pressure dis t ribution is known , then 
the poin t of cav itation i ncept i on can be determined immediately . 
Cavitation w i ll obv i ously occur first at the point of minimum 
pressure on t he body It will commence when this pressure reaches 
the vapor pr e ssur e of the fluid. I f th e surfac e of th e snbme rg ed 
body be though t o f as a d e flecting o r guiding surface for the 
flowing fluid , a rough estimate can be made of the critical points 
on the body where low pressures might be expected Thus, parts of 
the surface which deflect the flow away from the body will be re-
gions of high pressure and , therefore , will not be susceptible to 
cavitation Conversely , those parts of the surface which fall 
away from the flow and thus deflect it so that the flow lines are 
concave t oward the body are low-pressure regions , and hence zones 
in wh i ch cavita t ion may be expected to appear Consider a typical 
projecti l e , such as the torpedo shape which is shown. together 
with it s pressure d i stribution In Figure 5 The tip of the nose 
is always t he high -pressure region because it is deflecting the 
flow away from the body . However considerably before the cy. 
lindr i cal port i on is reached , the nose surface is falling away 
from the lines of flow J and hence J a low-pressure region can be 
antic i pated If cav i tation occurs in this region , as shown in 
Figure 6 . it is usually referred to as nose cavitation The 
amount of lowering of the ·pressure below that of the neighboring 
undisturbed liy:uid is _ for a given velocity , determined by the 
shape of the nose It is to be expected that the cylindrical part 
of the body will be a zone of rather uniform pressure since it has 
no means for causing any radical change in the flow direction . 
However , as s o on as the body starts to decrease in diameter to -
wards the tail an o ther low- pressure region will be formed . If 
this has a lower pressure than the corresponding region on the 
nose , cavitation will first occur here J as in Figure 7 . FinallyJ 
a high:.pressure zone can be expected ' toward the aft end where the 
flow lines tha t fol l ow the tapering afterbody come together and 
are forced to l o se their radial component of velocity . 
If -the body has fixed or movable fins , the leading edges will 
be high -pressure regions However J by analogy to the flow around 
the nose t hes e edges will be followed immediately by low -pressuTe 
regions, and hence , as in Figure 8 J will be another possible 
source of cav i ta ti on . If the projectile is a torpedo , the pro.-
pellers will offer another possible location for cavitation , as 
seen i n Figu r e 9 , a very likely one in fact J because they are 
nothing mo re than moving fins , and their rotation means that they 
have a h i gher v eloci t y wi th respect to the water than do the fins . 
This h i gher ve l oci t y may r e sul t in correspondingly lower pressures, 
and hence , addi ti ona l c av i tation regions . It I S possible to con-
ce i ve of a b o dy s o d e s ig n e d that each of these four zones would 
have t he same p ressur e an d h e nce , when the pressure field was 
lowe r e d t he y wou l d a ll reach vapo r p r essure at the same instant , 
and f our i nd e penden t z o n e s o f cavitation would be formed Figure 
i O shows a bo dy u p o n which cavit at i on s t arts in several different 
zon e s a t ne arly t he same t ime In practice J howeve r, t his is 
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FIGURE 6- NOSE CAVITATION 
FIGURE 7- AFTERBODY ' CAVITATION 
FIGURE 8- FIN CAVITATION 
FIGURE 9- PROPELLER CAVITATION 
FIGURE 10- BODY WITH . SEVERAL POINTS OF SIMULTANEOUS CAVITATION 
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rarely the case . One zone usually has a lower pressure than the 
other and cavitation becomes evident there first . If the pressure 
field continues to drop" the zone of next lowest pressure will 
start to cavitate " and so on . OJten, however, the growth of the 
cavitation bubble at the first zone is so rapid that it envelops 
the other zones before they would have reached cavitation con -
ditions if the flow had remained undisturbed . This growth of the 
bubble will be discussed in more detail later in the report . 
CAV I TAT I ON PARAMETER 
In order to describe quantitat.ively the conditions under 
which cavitation occurs , the_ cavitation parameter , K_, has been 
defined as follows : 
K (i) 
p v2 
2 
in which 
PL absolute pressure in the und isturbed liquid 
PB '= absolute pressure in the bubble or cavity 
V velocity of the projectile with respect to the 
undisturbed liquid 
p density of liquid 
No te that any homogeneous set of units can be used in the compu-
tation of this parameter. Thus, it is often conveni-ent to express 
this parameter in terms of the head, i . e • • 
where 
K : _h L_-_h_B 
v2 
2g 
(ia) 
h1 the submergence plus the barometric head, ft of water 
hB absolute pressure in the bubble , ft of water 
g = acceleration of gravity" ft/sec2 
It will be seen that the numerator of both expressions is simply 
the net pressure acting to collapse the cavity or bubble . The 
denominator is the velocity pressure . Since the pressure re -
duction at any point on the body is proportional to the velocity 
head , it may be considered that the velocity head is a measure of 
the pressure available to open up a cavity From this point of 
view" the cavitation parameter measures the ratio of the pressure 
available to collapse the bubble to the pressure available to open 
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it . If the K for incipient cavitation is considered) it can be 
interpreted to mean the maximum reduction in pressure on the sur-
face of the bodyJ measured in terms of the velocity head. From 
this it follows thatJ if a body starts to cavitate at the cavi -
tation parameter of oneJ it means that the lowest pressure at any 
point on the body is one velocity head below that of the u~­
disturbed fluid. Figure 5 presents a concrete example of this 
relationship . It shows the measured pressure distribution on the 
surface of a torpedo) calculate9 in terms of the velocity head. 
The lowest pressure occurs at the junction between the spherical 
nose and the conical section . The pressure at this point is 0.8 
of a velocity head below that in the undisturbed fluid. Under 
cavitation tests in the Water TunnelJ this same shape cavitates 
first at this exact location) and the measured K for incipient 
cavitat~on is 0 8. 
It will be seen that the K for incipient cavitation is a 
measure of the resistance of the body to cavitation, or in other 
words, an indication of the excellence of the shape. ThusJ the 
lower the K for incipient cavitation) the greater the cavitation 
resistance, and the better the shape from this viewpoint. 
It should be borne in mind that the cavitation character-
istics of a given body are not defined by a single value of K. 
For example, a specific torpedo shape might show signs of incipi-
ent cavitation on the nose at a particular value of K. With a 
slightly lower valueJ K2 , cavitation might commence on the fixed 
fins . Careful examination of the propellers might demonstrate 
that cavitation had commenced on them at a valueJ K 3 J which was 
even greater than Ki . A valueJ K4 J might be recorded at the start 
of cavitation on the afterbody . At K 5 J the length of the cavi -
tation bubble on the nose might be observed to be e~ual to two 
b _o d y d i am e t e r s • 
The preceding paragraphs illustrate the fact that the cavi-
tation parameter, K, has many uses . Two of these should be noted 
explicitly . The first one is that for a given projectile) each 
specific bubble configuration from the point of inception to the 
development of a bubble of " infinite" length corresponds to a 
specific value of K . It thus serves to define J for one given 
shapeJ the degree of cavitation . The second use is that in com -
paring. different projectiles or different parts of the same pro-
jectile, it serves as a yardstick for the evaluation of ~heir 
relative performances . This use hcrs been demonstrated in the two 
preceding paragraphs . 
It may have been noted that in defining the cavitation par-
ameter there has been no discussion concerning what determines the 
pressure within the bubble . This was done deliberately because 
the pr~ssure in the bubble may be determined by a number of dif 
ferent factors which have no effect on the interpretation of the 
parameter . Thus J it is ~uite imrriaterial · whether the bubble con-
tains air under pressure) products of combustion) or water vapor 
in e~uilibrium with the surrounding water. HoweverJ if the cavi -
tation void is filled only with water vapor in e~uilibriumJ then 
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the phenomenon is that of "true cavitation" as normally defined. 
In this case > pB becomes the pressure of the vapor> which can be 
determined fr om tables of the vanor pressure of sea water or fresh 
water> as the case may be. F igur e ii has been constructed to 
assist in· th e determination of K for such cases. This diagram 
clearly shows the effec t of dep th> or submergence> and velocity. 
It should be noted that although under service conditions> 
the pressure on the water surface can only vary by the normal 
barometric fluctuations> very different conditions ca~ be es -
tablished in the laboratory) where> for example) the "atmospheric" 
pressure is completely under control . Thus> in the High Speed 
Water Tunnel> shapes can be made to cavitate at much lower ve -
locities than would be possible in the free ocean> simply by re-
ducing the system pressure until the K is reached at which the 
desired degree of cavitation is obtained. For example> take the 
case of a projectile which runs in the ocean at S ft submergence 
and has a K for incipient cavitation of 0 . 4S. The velocity at 
_which cavitation commences is given by E~uation (ia). 
If a model of this projectile is tested in 
if the tunnel pressure > hL is reduced> say> 
velocity for incipient cavitation reduces to 
V =~64 . 4 (iS- 0 . 4) 
0 . 4S 
4S . 7 ft/sec 
:z 73 . 8 ft/sec* 
the Water Tunnel> 
to iS ft "absolute> 
and 
the 
A further reduction of hL to S ft absolute) would cause the cavi-
tation to start at 2S . 6 ft/sec> or > if the velocity were main-
tained at 4S . ~ ft/sec> would r ed uce the K to O . i4 . This would 
produce extremely heavy cavitation ~ resulting in a bubble several 
times as long as the projectile . 
DEGREES OF CAVITATION 
One of the most significant cavitation characteristics of a 
body is its K for incipi ent cavitation . However) this by no means 
describes its e ntire cavitation performance even if consideration 
is g iven only to the single zone in which cavitation first com-
mences . For examp le> Figure i2 (a) to (g) represents the develop-
ment of cavitation on a typical body with a hemispherical nose. 
It will be observed that as the cavitation parameter decrease~ 
the cavitation zone lengthens , It has been found in the laborat ory 
that for a given shape of body and constant yow angle> the re-
lationship between the length of the zone and the value of .K is a 
fixed function of that shape J thus > as suggested earlier in this 
section> K can be used to describe lhe degree of cavitation as 
well as the beginning of it . 
S ince ~ for a given value of K> 
fixed size and location with respect 
of view of the fluid the shape of the 
the cavitation bubble has a 
to the body> from the point 
body has been altered by it. 
*33 · ~' of sea water at so°F = 1 atmosphere " 
its vapor pressure is o . 4 ft , 
At this t emperature 
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Thus; as far as the fluid is concerned; it is flowing around an 
object which has the overall shape of the original body plus the 
cavitation void . Therefore; each change in shape of the bubble 
produces corresponding changes both in the velocity and the pres· 
sure fields surrounding the body . Another way of saying this 
would be that each value of K corresponds to a given effective 
body shape . However; there is one uni~ue characteristic of the 
part of th~ effective body that is formed by the bubble The 
original solid body was unaffected by ' a variation in pressure on 
it; i . e . ; the variation in pressure produced no change in the body 
shape. However; the bubble is incapable of r esis ting any appreci · 
able difference in pressure over its surface . In other words; the 
pressure on the entire surface of the bubble must be uniform since 
in case it is not ; the bubble will deform until it is Thus the 
interface between the bubble and the li~uid is an isopiestic sur-
face.* From this it might appear at first sight that if the pres-
sure distribu tion around the body is measured or computed; the 
isopiestic surfaces would define the shape and course of growth of 
the cavitation bubble . This is not true; as indicat ed by the 
Previous discussion; due to the changes in the pressure fields 
produced by changes in the bubble shape However; it is reason -
able to ·suppose that for a given state of development of the cavi-
tation bubble ; the adjacent isopiestic surface in the flow will be 
a good indication of the direction of growth of the bubble as the 
pressure is dropped 
Cavitation is often thought of as a very localized phenomenon 
which occurs in narrow zones such as those shown in Figure 12; (a) 
and (b) . However; as seen in Figure 12 (c) to (g); if th e pres-
sure is reduced sufficiently; the cavitation grows to enormous 
proportions and may become many times the volume of the original 
body. This comple t e envelopmen t of a projectile by a vapor or a 
gas bubble is easily possible if the velocity is high enough or if 
the pressure in the bubble is sufficiently great. Thus; in Figure 
12 (g) it is seen that only a portion of the hemispherical nose of 
the body is in contact with the water The flow breaks away from 
the body before the full diameter of the projectile is exposed 
This is; of course; a typical bubble condition which occurs when 
the projectile enters the water from the air. 
TYPES OF CAV I TATION 
If a shape having a relatively poor cavitation resistance; 
as for example_. a hemispherical nose ; is stud i ed; it will be 
observed that when cavitation commences it occurs in a sharply 
defined zone. It appea r s as a white band; which; upon closer 
examination seems to be made up of a series of very small bubbles 
As the pressure is lowered and thP cavitation zone spreads; the 
zone remains ~uite sharply defined; especially at the leading 
edoe; and the character of the surface stays approximately the 
same This might be called "fine -grained cavitation" A typical 
*This statement ignores the minute pressure gradient that may 
exist due to gas circulation in the bubble . For a discussion 
of this factor see Page ~9 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CAVITATION BUBBLE 
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case of this type is seen in Figure i2. In contrast to thisJ if a 
shape having good cavitation resistance is subject to a similar 
scrutinyJ asJ for exampleJ a long elliptical or ogival noseJ cavi. 
tation will be evidenced first by the formation of a series of 
individual and comparatively large droplike bubbles . As the pres-
sure is reduced ; these bubbles grow more numerous until they cover 
the entire surfaceJ but they retain their Individual character 
over a wide range of cavitation conditions Th1s might be termed 
"coarse-grained cavitation " A characteriStlc example of thi S 
class 1s seen in F1gure i3 (a) to (c) , which shows cavit a tion 
development on an ogive whose radius of curvature IS equal to 2 0 
body diameters 
One possible explanation of the reason for the difference 1n 
the appearance of these two variants of the cavitat1on phenomen o n 
may be found 1n an examinat1on of the pressure d1stribution occur -
ring on the two shapes In the case of the hemispherical nose the 
pressure gradient IS relatively steen and therefore J the zone 1n 
which the pressure becomes equal to the vapor pressure Is quite 
sharply defined Consider two elements of liquid moving abreast 
in parallel paths along the body Both enter the cavitation zone 
at the same Instant so that there IS no time available for the 
change in flow produced by the presence of the gas bubble formed 
in one element to affect the pressure and hence the evolution of 
gas In the adJacent element > ThereforeJ cavitation occurs simul-
taneously In the two elements , and consequently around the entire 
Circumference of the nose On the other hand ; on the long ogive 
nose , the pressure gradient 1s much smaller Therefore _ the exact 
point on the path of the liquid element at which the pressure 
reaches the vapor pressure is much less sharply defined Thus It 
IS possible to Imagine that due to localized fluctuations In 
velocity that are always present 1n turbulent flow or poss1bly 1n 
some instances due to a minor surface imperfection J such as a 
scratch on the body one element of the flu1d would reach the 
vapor pressure slightly before the corresponding one on the neigh-
borlng narallel path The result1ng gos bubble would c ause th e 
l1 a ui d to be deflected around It _ which might result In a sli g ht 
Increase in pressure on the liauid In the adjacent element and 
thus delay vaporization from it until it has moved a short di s-
tance further downstream This explanation IS very tentative an d 
is offered Without any background of quantitative experimental 
conf1rmation 
EFFECT OF CAVITATION ON UNDERWATER PERFORMANCE 
Comparatively little quantitative 1nformation IS available 
about the effect of cavitat1on on the performance of underwater 
projeCtlles An exception to this statement must be made In the 
case of propeller cavitat1on Since much study and analysis has 
gone Into the 1nvestigation of the effect of cavitation on pro-
peller performance For further details reference should be made 
to the Publications of the David Taylor Model Bas1n the Depart-
ment of Naval Arch1tecture at the ~assachusetts Institute of 
Technology etc 
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ThP presence of the cavitation bubble on the main body of the 
projectile would be expected to modify the normal hydrodynamic 
forces of drag, cross force, and moment. The nature and magnitude 
of these effects are discussed together with those of the entrance 
bubble, beginning on Page 26. However, there is o ne effect, pr ob-
ably peculiar to the inception of true cavitation, that will be 
mentioned here. There is some evidence to indicate, on certain 
body shapes, that there is a very small reduction in drag just 
before or during the inception of cavitation. However, this seems 
to be followed by a quite rapid increase in drag as the cavitation 
zone develops to an appreciable magnitude. If the normal divisi o n 
of the total drag into skin friction and form drag is considered, 
it is not very difficult to find an explanation for this ano~ol ous 
behavior. It would be expected that the presence of the cavi-
tation bubble would affect the two components of the drag in OP-
posite manners. The skin friction should be reduced, since the 
total area of the projectile exposed to the flo~ of the liquid is 
decreased. Furthermore, the first traces of cavitation may possi-
bly inhibit the growth of the boundary layer. Presumably, however, 
the form drag should be increased, since it would be a rare case 
indeed in which the presence of the bubble could be expected to 
improve the hydrodynamic form of the body enough to overbalance 
the increase in drag which would result from the larger effective 
diameter due to the presence of the bubble. Through the interplay 
of these two opposing effects, it is possible that at the incep-
tion of cavitation, the skin friction is reduced more than the 
form drag is inc~eased; whereas, as the cavitation develops, t h e 
increase in form drag overtakes and then completely ma sk s the 
reduction of skin friction. Figure 14 gives the results of a drag 
test which shows this effect. 
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FIGURE 15 
ENTRAINMENT FROM CAVITATION BUBBLE 
Fl ow veloci ty 60 ft / sec. Interval between pictures approxi mately i/750 
sec o nd. Note ar r ows showing beginning o f sec o nd and third breaks. 
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GAS CYCLE IN CAVITATION 
In generalJ little attention has been paid to the behavior of 
the vapor which fills a cavitation bubble. For many purposes it 
has been adequate to consider the space as if it were a complete 
vacuum. Actually it is gas filled. That part of the surface 
which is bounded by the liquid is moving rapidly with respect. to 
the gas. The gas is produced by vaporization of the liquid 
through this interface. Since the heat for this vaporizction 
comes from the sensible heat of the liquid itselfJ the process 
must result in a decrease in temperature of the liquid. Ag the 
percentage of liquid that is vaporized must be extremely smallJ 
th~s decrease in temneroture is probably negligible for any of thr 
present considerations. It might be assumed that the downstream 
boundary of the cavitation zone is a region of condensation where 
the vapor collapses back to the liquid state . Ho weverJ obser-
vation of actual cavitation quickly shows thotJ although this may 
be partially trueJ it does not completely describe· the phenomenon. 
The downstream end of the cavitation zone con be seen to be a 
region of very rapid entrainment of elements of the gas by th~ 
rapidly moving l1quid. This 1s especially evident in photographs 
taken with very short durotion flash illumination. In such pic-
tures it is ·possible to see not only clouds of minute bubbl-es 
being swept for downstream from the end of the cavitation zoneJ 
but large individual bubbles can be observed in the process of 
entrainm-ent and transportation downstream. All of the cavitation 
photographs presented here ore taken with such flashes which give 
a resulting exposure time between i and 25 microseconds . Figure 
iS shows this entrainment ~uite clearly. FurthermoreJ within the 
mo1n cavitation bubble there must be a rather intense circu-
lation of the gasJ since a large part of the surface is formed by 
the moving liquidJ which must induce a corresponding flow in the 
gas. Since all of this gas cannot be entrained at the downstream 
endJ there must be a resulting forward counter flow along the sur-
face of the projectile to co~plete the circulationJ as shown on 
t he s k e t c h i n F i g u r e i 6 . It i s p rob a b 1 e t h a t o n-e r e s u 1 t o f t h i s 
circulation pattern is that there is a minute yressure difference 
which exists between the upstream and downstream end of the 
bubbleJ the higher pressure beingJ of courseJ at the upstream end. 
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The appearance of some of the well advanced cavita t ion bub 
bles points to the existence of this gas circulat~on and pressure 
difference Thus Figure 17 (a) to (d) shows the various stages in 
the development of cavitation on a projectile having a nose of low 
cavitation resistance . In the beginning the enti r e surfnce of the 
bubble appears milky or frothy and seems to be made up of a series 
of minute bubbles It might be assumed that the entire space was 
filled with this froth However , it must be remembered that rapid 
evaporation is taking place from the liquid through the interface 
into the gas space Th e observer is looking from the liqu id side 
and very probably sees only tre breaking bubbles at the surface 
Since the rate of entrainment at the downstream end of a cavi ·-
tation zone is obviously high . t he rate of evaporization is equal-
ly hi g h 1n order to supply the requ i red amount of gas However J 
as the pressure decreases and the size of the bubble increases . the 
amount of the surface through which vaporization can occur appears 
to.increase more rapidly than does the entrainment This is shown 
by the fact that the.forward part of the bubble begins to have 
glassy zones through which the projectile can be seen As the 
bubble size increases furthe r this smoo t hing of the surface i e 
the decrease in vaporizat i on through it sp r eads downstream until 
as in the case of Figure 1 7 ( d ). the entire length of the pro 
jectile is visible Now i f the p r essu r e within the bubble were 
uniform J it would be expe c ted t hat t he ra t e of vapo r ization would 
be decreased uniformly over the whole interface However ) the 
photog~aphs show that this is not the case and that the vapor -
ization disappears first at t he forward end of the bubble The 
easiest explanation is the one prev1 ous l y offered . i e that the 
gas circulation has produced a slight pressure gradient with a 
higher pressure at the upstream end 
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ENTRANCE BUBBLE 
Enough has already been said concerning entrance and cavi-
tation bubbles to indicate that the two phenomena belong to the 
same family . However J it is constructive to examine the specific 
points of similarity and difference between them . 
COMPARISON OF ENTRANCE AND CAVITATION BUBBLES 
If the two bubbles are compared on the basis of the cavi-
tation parameter J KJ it will be found that for the same value of K 
on a given projectile J the cavitation bubble and the entrance 
bubble will be of the same size and shape within reasonably close 
limits J i . e .J they are geometrically similar . It must be remem-
bered that in computing the value of K for the entrance bubble J 
the pressure of the air inside the bubble must be used for PBJ in 
place of the vapor pressure of the water . As the air pressure is 
much higher than the vapor pressure J a given value of K is ob-
tained'at much lower velocity for an air-filled bubble than for a 
true cavitation bubble . Since the bubbles are similar J the effect 
on the drag coefficient and on the coefficients of the other 
hydrodynamic forces should be the same for the two . It should be 
noted that force coefficients are specified rather than the forces 
themselves because the velocities involved for the same values of 
K are quite different in the two cases 
The gas supplies for the two cases are quite different . 
Although the cavitation bubble has an unlimited gas supply through 
the vaporization of the su~rounding water J the entrance bubble has 
a very limited supply When a projectile enters the water from 
the air J the supply of air to the bubble is cut off when the air 
tube to the surface closes Henceforth J as the gas is pumped away 
through entrainment at the downstream endJ either the bubble must 
get smaller or t·he pressure w1thin it must drop This process 
must continue until the bubble is completely consumed . However J 
for corresponding K ' s the gas c1rculation and ·the entrainment 
should be comparable to that of the cavitation bubble . For the 
air bubble the interface will always be clear and transparent 
since no vaporization takes place across it 
Under some conditions the cavitation bubble can be considered 
a steady state phenomenon For example J a projectile running at a 
constant depth and a constant v.elocity could maintain continuously 
a cavitation bubble corresponding to the existing value of K, The 
entrance bubble J on the other hand . is inherently transient be-
cause it has no continuous supply qf gas It is J of course J 
possible to imagine conditions on a torpedo in which the exhaust 
gases from the power plant could act as the source of supply , 
Likewise J the products of combustion from a jet-propelled torpedo 
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mi·ght furnish sufficient gas to maintain an entrance bubble . How-
ever. it appears that for the normal projectile shapes and ar-
rangements. these points of discharge are not very favorable for 
the maintenance of the bubble . This is very fortunate , since it 
would be impO$Sible to secure acceptable performance if a bubble 
large enough to envelop the body were maintained during the entire 
run . 
ENTRANCE BUBBLE FORMAT ION 
An examination of the cavitation parameter shows that at the 
point of passing through the interface) every projectile entering 
the water from the air is operating w1th a K of zeroJ since at 
that point P~= PB · Therefore , every projectile shape no matter 
how excellent) must produce a bubble at water entrance However, 
K rapidly assumes a finite value as the depth of submergence in-
creases) even though an open passage 1s maintained from the pro-
jectile to the surface through which the air can continue to enter . 
This is because Pi always increases directly with the submergence 
Although the entire entrance phenomenon is transient in 
character, the changes that • ta~e place during the f1rst diamete~ 
or two of travel after the project1le touches the water are so 
rapid that they introduce effects that are not significant during 
the rest of the life of the bubble The in1tial accelerations 
imparted to the water are very h1gh , and 1n the case of oblique 
entry the resistance to the fl6w is assymmetrical Therefore . 
during this beginning part of the phenomenon , there is probably 
little similarity between the behavior of the entrance bubble 
and the bubble observed under steady state conditions However. 
the flow pattern rapidly becomes. p~tablished and the rates of 
change of the conditions decrease so that soon the difference~ 
between the transient and steady state cond1tions are not of 
major importance . Since this discussion is largely based on the 
results of experiments and analysis of steady state conditlons , 
the conclusions are inherently limited to this 'second phase of the 
entrance phenomena~ It would seem that as a rough approximation 
this second phase might be thought of as beginning at about the 
time the projectile has traveled three or four diameters from the 
point of contact 
The entrance bubble is apparently formed for the same dynamic 
reasons that the cavitat1on bubble is formed The water is forced 
out of the path of the moving p~ojectile by the nose , thus giving 
the water a radial component of velocity . If the flow is to con-
form to the shape of the body . a po1nt is soon reached when an 
acceleration must be produced towards the center of t he body If 
the pressure difference between the fluid and the surface of the 
body is not. sufficient to produce thls .. acceleration" then the flow 
will not follow the body surface If there is a supply of gas 
available, the intervening space will be filled by it This · is, 
of course, what happens when the projectile enters the water The 
water is forced awat from the proJectile and at the surface there 
is no restoring force; hence , only the forward part of the pro-
jectile is in contact with the water and tha . bubble forms aft of 
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this point . As the nose penetra t es below the surface) the hydro-
sta tic pressure builds up and acts to restrict the size of the 
bubble . It should be noted that the only force acting outward 
away from the projectile is supplied by the wetted portion of the 
nose . From this zone aft J the forces all act to pro:iuce an accel-
eration toward the body ; thus tending to decrease and later to 
reverse the outward radial component . If the velocity of entrance 
is low; 1t is p ossible for the hydrostatic forces to close the 
bubble either on the mid or after section of the projectile . How-
everJ if the entrance velocity is increased; the hydrostatic 
forces will require a longer time to close the bubble . In this 
case the length of th~ bubblewill be increased due to two factorsJ 
i . e J the bubble is open longer and also the projectile is going 
faster , thus creating more length of the bubble per unit time . 
Since the forces at the surface tending to cause closure are so 
low; it is normal that closure will take place at some point be-
low the surface , and then a residual tube of air from the point 
of closure to the surface will be expelled, accompanied by con-
siderable surface disturbance . 
From the point of view of the above analysis, it will be seen 
that the maximum diameter of the entrance bubble for a given tra-
.jectory angle will depend upon two factors, (a) the shape of the 
nose and (b) the speed of the projectile , These control the 
magnituqe of the outward acceleration and hence; the size of the 
bubble ; since the restoring force; Le , the submergence) is con-
stant . 
BUBBLE DECAY 
The mass of air present in the entrance bubble reaches a 
maximum at the instant of its closure .. From that point onJ ti:Le 
bubble steadily loses gas to 'the surrounding fluid . In dis-
cussing the gas cycle within the cavitation bubble , it was pointed 
out that the downstream end of the bubble is a region of very 
rapid entrainment of the gas . This is equally true of the en-
trance bubble . The surrounding wa ter acts as an ejector to 
pump the air out of the bubble by breaking off elements of it and 
carrying them away in the stream . Thus, the mass of gas continues 
to decrease . The volume of the bubble) however; is determined not 
only by the mass of the gas within it; but also by the pressure at 
which this mass is at equilibrium with the flow . This pressure, 
in turn; iB a function b0th of the velocity of the projectile and 
the submergence ; and, i n addition; is affected by the shape of the 
nose . In short; it is governed by the value of K, just as was the 
case when the bubble was filled with water vapot, . It will be seen 
that ; if a projectile is submerged and running with constant ve-
locity at constant depth within an entrance bubble ) as the air is 
pumped out of the bubble the value of K will increase until the 
bubble disappears There is one further assumption in this state-
ment; namely , the value of K that is reached at the time that the 
last trace of air is entrained is greater than the K for incipient 
cavitation , If this is not the case ; then the water will vaporize 
and the bubble will gradually turn into a pur~ cavitation bubble 
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in which the void is filled entirely by water vapor . In the case 
of high speed entry, it is very probable that this actually occurs , 
i . e . , that the air-filled entrance bubble merges gradually into 
the vapor-filled cavitation bubble before the velocity is reduced 
sufficiently to eliminate the cavitation . Such a condition would 
be more apt to occur on d shallow-diving than on a deep-diving 
projectile, since, for similar velocity conditions, the latter 
projectile has a higher K. 
If it is assumed that the projectile under consideration 
either is without power or is driven by propellers, the entrance 
bubble phase of the trajectory will be one of continually de-
creasing axial velocity . This decreaseJ in effectJ acts as a 
compressing force on the air-filled bubble since it is tending to 
raise the value of KJ and hence J to decrease the size of the 
bubble . If the submergence is i ncreasing at the same time J this 
effect is accelerated . This compression alone probably tends to 
increase the mass rate at which the gas is pumped out of the 
bubbleJ simply because there is more mass carried away in a given 
volume of gas . 
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PROJECTILE DYNAMICS WITHIN CAVITATION AND ENTRANCE BUBBLES 
There is a certain superficial similarity between the forces 
acting on underwater projectiles when enveloped in a bubble and 
the air flight of a similar projectile traveling at supersonic 
velocities In both cases " assuming zero yaw, the principal force 
acts on the nose alone . and In general its point of application is 
well ahead of the center of gravity " Furthermore , in both cases 
the nose shape is of prime importance in determining the magnitude 
of the force for a given velocity However , there is little point 
in pursuing this similarity very far since the mechanics of the 
two phenomena are quite different 
The forces on the projectile within the bubble are . as in the 
case for any other portion of the path the result of the reaction 
from the change in momentum produced in the surrounding fluid by 
the presence of the projectile Thus , if the movement of the 
water surrounding the projectile and its bubble were known , the 
projectile forces could be calculated . Since the surface of the 
bubble defines the path of the adjacent layer of water , the bubble 
shape can be used as an indication of the character of the flow " 
Since a change in the force on the projectile is the result of a 
change i n the momentum imparted to the water by the projectile, 
such a c hange must be accompanied by a change in the bubble shape , 
i e , In the ·path of the water adjacent to the bubble .. Professor 
I S Bo.wen+'. i n investigating the performance of a certain speci-
al type of underwater projectile for Division 3 of the National 
Defense Research Committee .. has stated that the bubble diameter at 
a given d i stance back of the head is an effective measure of the 
drag on the projectile , the force varying roughly as the diameter 
to the fourth power This hypothesis assumes that the skin fric-
tion I S negl i gible . since the wetted surface area is negligible , 
and that the drag force is directly proportional to the radial 
f orce Impa r ted to the water to get it out of the way of the pro-
jecti le This latter statement implies a cons~ant " efficiency " 
of the nose as a deflector or in other words , al1 noses producing 
the same diameter of bubble are acted upon by the same force . 
This IS probably true only within reasonable limits ., For example, 
i t would seem that 1n the case of a square nose , part of the axial 
f o rce might be used to imp art an appreciable axial component of 
ve l ocit y to the water ; whereas , a long ogive . or fine ellipse 
mi ght pr oquce the same d i ameter bubble . but would impart practi-
cally n o ax i al velocity to the l iquid 
CROS S FORCE 1 N BUBBLE 
I n the preced i ng pa r agr aph the shape of the bubble was used 
a s a bas i s for some of the c onclusion s regarding the drag " Bubble 
*"Underwater Behavior of 3 .. s" Aircraft Rockets u Report CIT - JBC ~3 
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shape is equally helpful 1n the investigation of the cross force. 
ThusJ if the bubble is syllliT'!'GtricalJ it is reasonable to suppose 
that the resultant force acts along the axis of symmetry of the 
bubble. If the axis of symmetry of the bubble coincides with the 
trajectory there should be no resultant cross force on the pro-
jectile. If the axis of the bubble makes an angle with the tra-
jectory) then a cross force shoul~ be expected and its magnitude 
should be about equal to the drag force multiplied by the sine of 
the angle betwe1en the axes. In most casesJ however) it will be 
observed that when the axis of the bubble does not coincide with 
the trajectory) the bubble is asymmetrical. For this case the 
bubble axis is not significant) so the resultant force must be 
used. This line of action is determined by the condition that 
in any plane contai~ing this lineJ the amount of momentum change 
in this plane must be equal and opposite on each side of the line 
of action. 
EQUILIBRIUM YAW ANGLES WITHIN ENVELOPING BUBBLES 
Figure i8 is a diagrammatic sketch of the conditions which 
exist wh~n p projectile is surrounded with a bubbleJ and is 
traveling with a pitch or yaw with respect to its trajectory. In 
the preceding paragraph it wa·.s pointed out that the cross force on 
a projectile is a functio 1 both of the force resisting the motion 
and the angle that the force makes with the trajectory. It will 
be seen from Figure i8 that this angle can be defined by two 
others: (a) the pitch o r yaw angle of the projectile with the 
trajectory; (b) the inclination of the bubble axis or line of 
action with the projectile axi~. It should be remembered in com-
puting the cross force that the accepted definition is that the 
cross force is normal and the drag force is pcrtallel to the tra-
jectory) irrespective of the angle between the projectile axis and 
the trajPctory. 
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Some further simple deductions can be made concerning the 
forces acting on the projectile while it is surrounded by the 
bubble . 
(a) The forces can act only on those portions of the pro-
jectile that are in contact with the water . Therefore; it is 
obvious that the moment produced by the hydrodynamic forces on the 
nose is usually a destabilizing one; since its point of appli-
cation is always ahead of the center of gravity . Thus , unless the 
line of action of the nose force makes a greater angle with the 
trajectory than does the axis of the projectile , the resulting 
moment will be in a direction to increase the yaw . 
(b) If the projectile is to be prevented fro~ continuous 
rotation, a moment of equal and opposite magnitude must be applied 
to it . The forces which can produce such a moment first come into 
play when other points of the projectile touch the bubble inter-
face . In projectiles of normal shapes the afterbody ' and the tail 
structure will be the points that will touch first . Since such 
points of contact lie well aft of the center of gravity, the mo-
ments resulting from the forces applied at thesa points are sta-
bilizing .· 
(c) If the stabilizing moment from these forces increases 
faster with increasing yaw than does the destabilizing one from 
the nose force , an equilibrium yaw angle can be reached at which 
these two moments will be balanced . Since , however, under these 
conditions the cross forces will not balance , the projectile will 
be forced into a curved path . If this condition persists long 
enough to obtain equilibrium; the radius of curvature of the path 
will be such that the centrifugal force just balances the hydro-
dynamic cr6ss force . 
RELATION BETWEEN SIZE OF BUBBLE AND EQUILIBRIUM YAW ANGLE 
Some qualitative conclusio ns can be drawn concerning the 
interaction between the various parts of the projectile: 
(a) Other things being equal , the curvature of the path will 
depend upon the magnitude of the cross force 
(b) For a given nose and location of center of gravity; the 
cross force will depend on the equilibrium angle of yaw and the 
distance aft from the center of gravity to the points at which the 
forces are applied that furnish the stabilizing moment . 
(c) From this it follows that the longer the afterbody and 
the larger the diameter of the tail structure , the greater will be 
the radius of curvature , or , in other words , the less will be the 
deviation of the projectile from a straight path . · The reasoning 
is as follows : The bubble size and shape is a function of the 
nose shape alone Therefore , for a yawing projectile, the farther 
aft the afterbody and tail structure extends from the center of 
gravity , the sooner it will come in contact with the wall of the 
bubble Thus the longer the afterbody and tail , the smaller will 
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be the equilibrium angle and the less will be the cross force on 
the nose . Furthermore) the amount of tail cross force required to 
produce the necessary stabilizing moment will decrease as the 
points of contact of the afterbody and tail move aft . 
(d) The same line of reasoning leads to the statement that 
the radius of curvature of the path of a projectile of given con-
struction can be changed simply by changing the shape of the nose 
Two factors enter into this: the size of the bubble produced and 
the amount of cross force for a given yaw . ThusJ if a change in 
the nose is made which results in a larger bubble but leaves the 
relatio~ship between cross force and yaw unchangedJ the effective 
cross force at equilibrium willJ neverthelessJ increase . This is 
because the projec t ile will have to rotate to a larger yaw angle 
before the afterbody and tail come in contact with the bubble 
surface and are forced into it far enough to develop the moment 
required to balance the destab1lizing moment of the nose This 
larger yaw angle means a greater cross force on the nose; like-
wise) a greater cross force on the tailJ and henceJ a shorter 
radius of curvature to produce the centrifugal force re0uired to 
balance this larger cross force . The result would be the same if 
the nose were changed in such a manner that the size and shape of 
the bubble would be unaffectedJ but that the resulting cross force 
would be larger for a given yaw angle . In generalJ it is very 
difficult to modify the bubble shape without affecting the cross 
force and vice versa J since J as previously pointed out J the bubble 
shape and the nose forces are . intimately related 
(e) It will be seen from the interrelation of these factors 
that any change in the des1gn of a give~ project1le that affects 
(i) the shape of the nose .. (2) the shape of the afterbody and tail 
surfaces ) and (3) the pos1tion of the center of gravityJ will re-
sult in a change in the performance of the projectile while it is 
1n the bubble stage Conversely when the relat1ve behav1or of 
these various factors is known and understood) it may be possible 
to design a projeal1le with any desired behavior in the bubble 
uhase 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIFI C NOSE SHAPES 
Ver y little quantitative informat ion is available concer n i n g 
the c h ara~ teri s t ic s of various n ose shapes. However) at the 
present time a few comments can be made co n cerning t he following 
specif ic shapes: 
HEMI SPHERI CAL NOS ES 
If the bubble produced by a hemisph erical nose is observed 
from its i n ceptio n u nti l i t develops to a length of n.any times 
that of the projectileJ i t w' ll be seen that when it first appears 
HEMISPHERICAL NOSE 
FULL CAVITATION WITH 
F iGURE 19 
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YAW 
YAW = 0° 
K = 0.22 
YAW= 3° 
K = 0.22 
YAW = 6° 
K = 0. 23 
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It IS located nearly at the JUnction between the hemisphere and 
the cylinder AS It grows longer and longer_ the point at which 
It springs clear from the nose slowly moves forward until ; when 
the bubble IS fully developed ; It leaves the hemisphere consider-
ably forward of the point of tangency of the sphere with the 
cylinder This IS clearly shown In Figure i2 If when the 
bubble IS fully developed_ the proJeCtile within It IS yawed a few 
degrees , the shape of the surface in co~tact with the water IS 
unaltered since it always remains a segment of a sphere Figure 
i9 (a) to (c) shows this behavior Note especially that the line 
of contact of the bubble with the projectile always remains per-
pendicular to the direction of flow that is to the trajectory 
This property of preserving the same contact surface , independent 
of the pitch or yaw angle IS unique to the sphere The result is 
that the bubble is unaffected In shape or alignment With the tra-
jectory by moderate pitches or yaws ; and consequently ; the re-
sultant force on the proJeCtile lS unchanged in magn1tude and 
direct1on with respect to the traJectory Hence; for small angles 
the cross force 1s zero and the moment 1s l1nearly proportional to 
the yaw 
ELLIPSOIDAL NOSES 
I[ the development of the bubble on a project1le w1th an 
ellipso~dal nose is observed 1n the manner JUSt described; it will 
be seen ttat the superfiCial behav1or is Slmilar J 1 e as the 
bubble grows ; 1ts po1nt of contact moves forward on the nose 
However 1n the case of the ellipso1d, the amount of forward move-
ment IS considerably greater than that on the hemisphere This 
movement can be observed in Figure 20 If wh1le the bubble 1s 
fully developed the proJeCtile 1s again yawed slight}y ; It will 
be seen that the wetted surface becomes asymmetrical and causes 
the bubble to alter 1ts shape and alignment This change appears 
to be in the direction to increase the cross force and the moment 
largely as the result of swinging the ax1s of the bubble F"gure 
2i shows top VIews of the cav1tating nose shape seen In Figure 20 
Compare the bubble shapes w1th and without yaw Note particularly 
that With the elliptical nose the line of contact of the bubble 
w1th the proJeCtile swings from being perpend1cular to the flow at 
zero yaw , to a dev1ation from perpendicular of from two to three 
times the yaw at 6° yaw and that this rotation IS In the opposite 
direct1on to that of the yaw 
OGIVES 
The behav1or of s1mple ogives , I e nose shapes generated 
by the rotat1on of an arc of a circle whiCh IS tanqent to the 
cylinder lS about the same as that of the fam1ly.of ellipso1ds 
Other nose shapes wh1ch are ·• finer than the hemisphere have a 
s1m1lar type of behavior I e the cross forces and moments 
appear to Increase more rapidly With yaw than they do with the 
hemisphere 
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RESIST AN CE OF NOSES TO INCEPTI ON OF CAVITATION 
Th e resista n ce of ma ny n ose d esigns to the iPcepti on o f cavi-
tation appears t o de pend upon the radius of curvature o f the n o se 
at t h e point of t a ngency with t h e c ylindrical porti o n of the b ody. 
Apparently) cavi t a ti o n follows the laws of geomet rica l similarity. 
This means that the ~adius o f c urvature must be meas ur ed in rela-
tive rather t h a n in absolute units) i.e.J in calibers or diameters 
of the body. f o r simple sha pes ) suc h as ogi ves a n d ellipsoids) 
the greater the r ad ius o f c urvatu r e a t th e poi nt of ta ng ency ) the 
hioher will b e the cavi t atio n resistance) i . e .J the lower will be 
the parameter ) KJ at the inceptio n of cavitation . fig u re 22 shows 
t h e results of the experime nt a: determination of K for in cept i o n 
on va ri qus ellipsoids an d ogives . It should be noted that al -
though these two series of s h apes :ook quite different) the K's 
.1re about the some r ~ : equal curva tu~e s at the p o int of tangency. 
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ENTRANCE BUBBLE AND CAV I TAT I ON PERFORMANCE CHARACT~R I ST ! CS FOR 
SUCCESSFUL OVERALL FLIGHT 
In much of the previous discussion very l1ttle attempt has 
been made to distinguish between the characteristics of the en-
trance and the cavitation bubbles The primary reason for this 
lack of distinction is . of course . that they are felt to be two 
aspects of the same phenomenon However , in consider1ng the over-
all t ra ject ory • it must be remembered that generally speaking . 1 f 
both manifestations occur . they are not concurrent , but appear one 
after the other Therefore it is necessary to examine the pro-
jectile shape from two separate viewpo1nts . i e • to see if it 
will give satisfactory performance (a) in the entrance bubble . and 
(b) in the subsequent underwater run 
At first sight it might appear that the best entrance bubble 
would be none at all However . the previous discussion has shown 
that at the water surface every nose shape will form an entrance 
bubble . that it is very diff1cult to design the nose so that at a 
given speed this bubble will be exactly the size of the projectile, 
and that even if this were ach1eved for one speed . the bubble 
would be longer and larger as the speed was increased Further-
more. the entrance bubble may serve the very useful purpose of 
increasing the curvature of the path in the vertical plane so as 
to reduce the maximum depth of dive and shorten the distance from 
the point of entrance to the beginning of the normal part of the 
run " Satisfactory performance in the bubble phase must include 
the following items : 
(i) The decelerating force . and hence the drag in the 
bubble J must be kept below the point at which structural 
damage occurs 
(2) The torpedo must remain " on course " in the horizontal 
plane . 
(3) The combination of the cross force and th e pitch in the 
bubble must result 1n a curvature which prevents creep 
dives . but does not permit broaching 
The most desirable cavitation characteristics for a torpedo 
or similar projectile is that cavitation should occur on no part 
of it during its normal stead y state run If this is impossible 
to achieve. then if satisfactory performance is to be obtained , 
the cavitation effects must stay w1thin the follow1ng limitat1ons: 
(i) The drag must not be increased apprec1ably 
(2) The change in the cross force and moment must not affect 
the stability adversely 
(3) The cavitation must not blanket or reduce appreciably 
the effect of the control surfaces 
(4) . The propulsive eff1ciency must not be reduced 
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These limitations mean essentially that if cavitation does 
occur J i .t must be extremely limitedJ especially in the regions of 
the control surfaces and propellers 
SELECTION OF NOSE SHAPE FOR SATISFACTORY OVERALL PERFORMANCE 
A review of the discussion of the effect of nose shape on the 
performance within the entrance bubble indicates that J in general ~ 
the " fine " noses J such as long el~ip?oids J ogives J etc . J produce 
such high cross forces that the projectile is very hard to control 
while in the bubble J is liable to " broach " badlyJ and on the other 
hand J may make deep dives if at the water entry point there is an 
appreciable down pitch These undesirable characteristics may be 
alleviated by increasing the effective length of the projectileJ 
either by actually lengthening the body or by applying a shroud 
ring to the tail However J hemispherical or "near" • hemispherical 
noses show more desirable entry characteristics J particularly for 
small entry angles . Further improvement appears possible by using 
even blunter shapes On the cavitation side of the picture con-
ditions are exactly the reverse The finer the nose J the better 
the cavitation resistance It will be seen from Figure 23 that 
cavitation begins to appear on the hemispherical nose at SO knots 
and 40 feet submergence J and increases rapidly if either the speed 
is increased or the submergence decreased Blunter noses show 
even poorer performance . It is obvious that the hemisphe~ical 
nose is not satisfactory for a modern high speed torpedo J and it 
can be anticipated that future requirements will call for even 
higher speeds and lower minimum submergences . It thus appears 
that the nose shape requirements for satisfactory performance 
within the entrance bubble and satisfactory cavitation performance 
during the normal run are diametrically opposed . 
SPHEROGIVE NOSES 
One promising approach to the problem of satisfying simul-
taneously these conflicting requirements has been made by this 
labo"ratory . This is in the development of the so-called "sphere-
give " nose , Le . J a nose shape which consists of a tip formed by 
a segment of a sphere and a transitiD~ section which consists of a 
single radius ogive tangent to the sphere and to the cylindrical 
section of the projectile . This shape was investigated first to 
see if it offered a simple substitute for an ellipsoid . HoweverJ 
a series of measurements showed that it possessed some unique 
cavi~ation characteristics For example J Figure 24 shows the 
performance of a family of spherogives constructed in accordance 
with the outline drawing of Figure 25 It will be seen that in 
the entire family the transition ogive has a constant radius 
The only difference occurs i n the radius and angle of the spheri-
cal segment which forms the tip It will be observed that from 
the viewpoint ' of cavitation resistance as measured by the K for 
inci p ient cavitation; there i s no significant difference between 
performance of the simple pointed ogive and all of thE gphero-
gives in this particular family in which the spherical tip has a 
half angle of 74 degrees or less However J when the spher1cal tip 
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exceeds 74 degrees) the cavitation resistance continues to de-
crease) reachtng the value of the hemisphere when the central 
angle is 90 degrees. Figure 26 shows the appearance of these 
various noses while cavitating For all of the series with tips 
smaller than 74 degrees ) cavitation starts at the point of tan-
gency wtth the ogive of the cylinder For all the members having 
spherical tips larger than 74 degrees ) cavitatton starts on the 
sphere; whereas ) for the member having the spherical ti p of 74 
degrees ) cavt tatton appears simultaneously on the sphere and at 
the point of tangency with the cylinder One further item should 
be noted All of the members of the sertes ha~ better cavitation 
resistances than the hemisphere ; and all of those having tips of 
77 degrees or less had very good cavitation resistance For 
example ) they could all operate without cavitating under such 
severe condittons as a speed of 50 knots and 1.0 f~et ·submergence . 
Now a reference to the discusston concerning the character-
istics of the hemisphertcal nose in the cavitation bubble shows 
that its good performance ts attributed to the fact that the line 
of action of the force with respect to the flow was unaffected by 
small angles of pttch or yaw because the shape of the nose in con-
tact with the water and hence the shape of the bubble was un-
altered by the change in angle Thus tt would appear possible for 
a properly designed spherogive to have good performance both with-
in the entrance bubble and also durtng the subsequent steady state 
runntng condtttons In the series under dtscussion; spherogives 
havtng ttp angles between 72 degrees and77 degrees would seem to 
offer good posstbtlities since the cavttatton bubble ) and hence) 
the entrance bubble always leaves the nose from a point on the 
sphertcal ttp Under these condtttons the proJectile should be 
insensttive to pttch and yaw, whereas ~ for steady state running 
condttions there should be no cavttatton on the nose for any speed 
below 50 knots at submergence greater than 1.0 feet 
One further phystcal factor has t o be considered If the 
proJecttle 1s to be tnsensittve to yaw or pitch while tn the en-
trance bubble the bubble must be large enough so that 1t does not 
touch the body of the proJectile at any potnt _ after leavtng the 
spherical tip " unttl tt reaches the afterbody or the tatl This 
means that the bubble produced by the sphertcal t1p must have a 
diameter larger than that of the proJectile Now , it is possible 
to have a spherogtve ttp so destgned that cavttatton starts on the 
sphere ; hut that the sphere ts so small that the bubble produced 
by 1t wtll not be as large as the dtameter of the projectile 
Hence the bubble wtll touch on the ogtve part of the nose and 
thus be opened out to an adequate dtameter If thts happens ) the 
insenstttvtty to yaw is forfeited 
Model and full scale experiments are being carrted out 1 n 
cooperatton with the Mo rris Dam Toroedo Launching Range to de-
termine whet her or not these concepts are valid. It is) 0 f cours eJ 
realtzed that the spherogive is probably not the best shape that 
can be constructed whtch will satisfy the conflicting requirements 
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of the entrance bubble and the cavitation characteristics Cer-
tainly the ogive section can be improved, for example , by substi-
tuting a curve of continuously changing curvature which has in~ 
finite curvature at the point of tangency with the cylinder 
Improved characteristics may also be obtained by modifying the 
spherical tip to produce even less change in moment with pitch or 
yaw " However, the basic principle involved, namely, securing a 
good cavitation resistance by maki ng the overall shape of the nose 
effectively "fi ne " • while J at the same t -ime, designing the forepart 
so that the wetted surface at the head of the bubble has the cor-
rect shape for satisfactory bubble pe rformance ) seems to hold much 
promise for future developments " 
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